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A NON-CLASSICAL DEFINITION OF TANGENT BUNDLE AND COTANGENT BUNDLE
In this paper there is given a proof of the concordsnoe of the definitions of the tangent bundle and the cotangent bundle of a differentiable manifold with corresponding concepts in category of differential spaces, when the manifold as a differential space is regarded.
Preliminaries
In the paper [2] the concept of the tangent bundle and the cotangent bundle of a Sikorski'o differential space [.'>] is given. The differentiable manifold is meant as a differential space locally tiiffeomorphic with an Euclidean space. R. Sikorski in [4] characterized a manifold by means cf an atlas of sketchs. Namely, he considers an m-sketch on LI as one-one mapping of subset of the set M into m-dimensional Suclidean space and* proves the following theorem.
A.Every atlas Ji of an m-dimensional differentiable manifold (M ,C) has the following properties: 1) if xeM, then x is an m-sketch on LI,
2) 1, 1 = M D , (I» is the domain oi xeM Let {a 1 ,... ,u 2m ) e We will find v e D-such that (2) x(v) = (u 1 ,...,u 2m ).
Pfom (1) and (2) we get
Hence it follows that Taking the vectors, being the base vectors corresponding to the chart x at the point p e Dx, i.e. the vectors defined by the formulas
where G(p) = U|clT; pe'uercJ (cf. [l] ) we have
^ denotes the partial derivative of tne function JS with respect to i-th variable. This, (3) and (4) yield v = a m+i x±(x" 1 (u 1 ,...,u m )J. Thus, (5) x-1 (u 1 u 2m ) = u m+i x^x-UJ,...,**)).
Let us take cny y e atl(I.!,C). We have then
For any u = (u 1 ,...,u 2m ) e xjD-nD-], b 7 (5), we have
x-1 (u 1 ,...,u 2m )(y 3 ) = a m+i xi(x-1 (u 1 ,...,u m ))(7 ;5 ) = = u m+i (yJ. *-1 )|i(x(x" 1 (tt 1 ,...,a a J)) = = u m+i (y30 x^^u 1 u m ).
This and (6) yield
Hence it follows that jux" 1 is of class C°" on x D-o D-1.
L x yj
Now, let K be any compact subset of
For this purpose take any u'Q e cl(F) fl y |D 
The cotangent bundle
In the theory of differentiable manifold, the cotangent bundle of a manifold is defined by means of an atlas -of this manifold. For a differentiable manifold (M,C) we have the set, T*(H,C), of all tangent covectors to (M,C), i.e. T*(M,C) is the union of all cotangent spaces (T (M,C))* being dual vector spaces to the tangent ones, T (¡.:,C), where p 6 1.1. We have the natural projection Or : T*(r;i,C) --M defined by the conditions w is in (T^wj(M,C))* for every w e T*U,,C). For any chart x e atl(I.!,C) we set x(w) = (x 1 (JT(W) ),x m (jf(w)), x1 (w).. ,xm(w) ) , where x^w) =w(xi(^(w))) for Similarly as in the previous section we check that x is a 2m-sketch on T*(kl,C), and that the set, M , of all x, where x e atl(M,C) satisfies the conditions obtained from. -(u',. ..,u )))).
Henoe it follows that yo x~1 is of C 00 class on x[D-nD-] for x,y e atl(M,C). Now, we have to check that for any compact subset K of the set P = y [x"
closed subset of J [Wl • ** r t Let us take any u' Q 6 cl(F) n Then there exist u^e F, n= 1,2,..., such that u^ u' Q , and we have nu' Q = y(w^), where w^ e Da. Prom the definition of P we obtain u^ = y(w n ), where w n e n D* and x(w n ) e K. According to the compactness of K we may assume that xfw^) e K. So, u Q = S(w ) where w Q c X"
, n-^oo Setting p Q =^(w n ), p' Q =jr(w' Q ) and p Q = Jf(w Q ) we get y(p n ) and x(p ) ~x(p ). Because of the n-°° n--Hausdorff axiom for the topology of (M,C), it follows that p 0 = p£. On the other hand, we have
w ( Xi (p 0 )), n-^oo w n (y,{p n )) n-»>oo n -oo and V^^n^ = "nHx^y'^tyipJ^tpjj)) In the theory of differential spaces there has been introduced the concept of the cotangent bundle [2] in the following ways C' = the smallest differential strudture containing the set |oco£; aecjujx; XeX(M,C)},
Proof.
Let >5= <xo jr, x e atl(M,C). Then
So, yS o t C" • Now, let fi= X, where X e i{M,C). We have, by (8),
-921 -H.Mat uazczyk, W.Walisaewski (jjorn») =x(r n (u)) = x-1 {u)(x(x-1 (u 1 ,...,u m ))) = = o^itdx 1 )' -i (X (x^1(u 1 ,. ..,u m ))) = x (u ,..., u ) -dm+iX(x-1 (u 1 ,...,u m ))(x i ) = am+i(azx i )(x-1 (u 1 ,...,a m )}.
So,y0 ox" 1 eC°° . Hence it follows that C'c C' (cf. [5] ). 
